Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) in US$ Thousand by the following form factor, processing nature, processor type, processor design and end-use sectors - Form Factor: System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, and Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, and Others); Market by Processing Nature: Processor IP, Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, and Others); Market by Processor Type: DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP; Market by Processor Design: Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP; and Market by End-Use Sectors: Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others.

The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 290 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- ARM Limited
- Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
- CEVA, Inc.
- Digital Media Professionals Inc.
- eMemory Technology Inc.
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Table 136: Canadian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 137: Canadian 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 138: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature - Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 139: Canadian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 140: Canadian 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 141: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 142: Canadian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 143: Canadian 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 144: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 145: Canadian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Design
Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 146: Canadian 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design

Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 147: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 148: Canadian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

3. JAPAN
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
The Nation with Highest Number of Published Semiconductor Patent Applications
Table 150: Published Semiconductor Patent Applications for 2010 in Select Geographic Region/Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Established Electronics Manufacturing Sector Helps Market Maintain Momentum

Digital Media Professionals Inc. - Key Player

B. Market Analytics
Table 151: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 152: Japanese Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 153: Japanese 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 156: Japanese 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 157: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 158: Japanese Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in
4. EUROPE

A. Market Analysis

Current & Future Analysis

Market Overview

Table 166: The Changing Value Chain Landscape in the Semiconductor Industry from 1970s Through 2010s

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Patenting in the EU

B. Market Analytics

Table 167: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Geographic Region/Country - France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 168: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor by Geographic Region/Country - France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 169: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Geographic Region/Country - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 170: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 171: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 172: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor

Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020

(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
RESEARCH AND MARKETS

Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 174: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature
Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 175: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 176: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 177: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 178: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 179: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 180: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 181: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 182: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 183: European Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 184: European 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4a. FRANCE
Market Analysis
Table 185: French Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 186: French Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 187: French 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4b. GERMANY
Market Analysis
Table 188: German Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 189: German Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 190: German 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4c. ITALY
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Product Launch
B. Market Analytics
Table 191: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 192: Italian Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 193: Italian 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Key Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 194: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 195: UK Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 196: UK 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4e. SPAIN
Market Analysis
Table 197: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 198: Spanish Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 199: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4f. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Product Launch
B. Market Analytics

Table 200: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 201: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 202: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis

Asia-Pacific: The Leading Global Semiconductor (Silicon) IP Market
B. Market Analytics

Table 203: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Geographic Region/ Country - China, South Korea, Taiwan, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 204: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Geographic Region/Country - China, South Korea, Taiwan, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 205: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Geographic Region/Country - China, South Korea, Taiwan, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 206: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 207: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 208: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)


Table 211: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature - Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 212: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 213: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type
DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 214: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 215: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 216: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design
Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 217: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 218: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 219: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 220: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5a. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Impact of 12th Five Year Plan on Semiconductor Sector
The Chinese Semiconductor IP Regulatory Landscape
Growing Focus on Industrial Automation Bodes Well for Embedded Systems - Promotes Embedded Processor IP
Growth Consumer Electronics Market: A Strong Business Case
B. Market Analytics
Table 221: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 222: Chinese Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 223: Chinese 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5b. SOUTH KOREA
A. Market Analysis
An Overview
B. Market Analytics
Table 224: South Korean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 225: South Korean Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 226: South Korean 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. TAIWAN
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Taiwan's Semiconductor IP Regulatory Landscape
Strong Electronics and Semiconductor Manufacturing Industries Make Taiwan a Lucrative Market for Semiconductor IP
Corporate Development
Product Launch
eMemory Technology Inc. - A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 227: Taiwanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 228: Taiwanese Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 229: Taiwanese 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5d. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Mindtree Ltd. (India) - A Select Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 230: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 231: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector
Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 232: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Table 233: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 234: Rest of World Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor
System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 235: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Form Factor - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for System-on-Chip (SoC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others), and Integrated Circuit (IC) (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Processor IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 236: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature - Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 237: Rest of World Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature - Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 238: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processing Nature - Processor IP, and Non-Processor IP (ASIC IP, Digital IP, Programmable IP, & Others) Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 239: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 240: Rest of World Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 241: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Type - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for DSP Core IP, and Microprocessor Core IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 242: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 243: Rest of World Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 244: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by Processor Design - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Embedded Processor IP, and General Processor IP Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 245: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 246: Rest of World Historic Review for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 247: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Semiconductor (Silicon) Intellectual Property (SIP) by End-Use Sector - Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Consumer Electronics, Information & Communication Technology, Computers, and Others Markets for Years 2007, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 290

The United States (128)
Canada (8)
Japan (8)
Europe (77)
- France (11)
- Germany (12)
- The United Kingdom (17)
- Italy (2)
- Spain (2)
- Rest of Europe (33)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (58)
Latin America (3)
Middle East (8)
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